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APPLICATION OF SUPERCOMPUTERS TO 3-D MANTLE CONVECTION

by

John R. 13aumgardner
Theoretical Divisian, Group T-3

University of California
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Yexico 87545

Abstract

Current generation vector machines are providing For the first time the com-

puting power needed to treat planetary mantle convection in a fully three-

dimensional fashion. A numerical technique known as multigrid has been imple-

mented in spherical geometry using a hierarchy of meshes constrllctedfr~m the

regular icosahedrcm to yield a highly efficient three-dimensiond compressible

Eulerian finite element hydrodynamics formulation. The paper describes the nu-

merical method and presents convection solutions for the mantles of both the

Earth and the Moon. In the case of the Earth, the convection pattern I.scharac-

terized by upwelling in narrow circular plumes origi.natl.ngat the core-mantle

boundary and by downwelltng in sheets or slabs derived from the cold upper bound-

ary layer. The preferred number of plumes appears to be on the order of six or

tieven. For the Moon, the numerical results indicate that deve;.opmentof a pre-

dominately L=2 pattt’rnin later lunar history is a plausible explanation for the

present larg~ second-degee non-hydrostatic component in the lunar figure.



1. Introduction— ..

Subsolidus convection is almost certainly the primary means of heat trans-

port in the silicate mantles of the terrestrial planets.(1) Motion of the tec-

tonic plates provides clear evidence for convective dynamics in the case of the

Earth’s mantle. Runcorn(2,3,4) has argued that the non-hydrostatic geometrical

and dynamical ellipticities of the Moon, including the larger value for the

former, is compelling evidence for present day convection in the lunar interior.

Runcorn(5) also has pointed out that convection in Mercury possibly causes t:~e

departure from hydrostatic equilibrium required by its resonant state of rota-

tion. In the case of Venus, although a strong positive correlation exists be-

tween gravity and topography, spectral admittances computed for spherical harmoni-

c degrees below 20 appear to be inconsistentwith either Pratt or Airy isostasy

but are explainablein terms of dynamic support from mantle convection.(6) Gravi-

ty and topography data for Mars also seen to require dynamic support for its

major topographic features.‘7)

Because the interiors of the terrestrial planets are inacces~ible to direct

observation, the task of unraveling their dynamics appears to require numerical

modeling that can extend the seismic, gravity, Aeat flow, topographic, and chemi-

C:II data obtained at or near the planet surface to constrain the properties and

behavior of the deeper i.nterlor. An important component in such modeling is

(8,9)
simulation of the hydrodynamics of the convecting planetary mantle. 13er.ause

the convection problem is nonlinear, and in general also time deperident,even all

fncomprcsnfbleand constant material treatment in three dimensions has been ccn-

(10)
sidered beyond the ruach of preeent computers, This paper summarizes an ap-

proach that now allows such three-dimensional time-dependent,

prescnt8 oome preliminary results for the Earth and the Moon

3 times the value at which convection begin~,up to 10

ct~l.culatlonsand

for Rayleigh numbers



2. Mathematical Formulation—

The planetary mantle convection problem is formulated
(11)

in terms of con-

servation equations of linear momentum, mass, and energy inside a spherical shell

with appropriate boundary conditions. Rotational effects are neglected since the

Coriolis force i9 ex:remely small compared with the viscous forces and since the

centrifugal force causes the ratio of major radius to minor radius in the case of

the Earth to depart from unity by only one part in three hundred. The iner~fal

forces similarly are quite small relative to the viscous forces, and they ZIEO

are omitted from the equations of motion. A linear and isotropic constitutive

law is assumed so that the planetary mantle is treatiedas an infinite Prandtl

number Newtonian fluid.

Under these assumptions, the following equations describe the local

behavior:

0. -Vp + p~+ V*J ,

*m
at -7”(Py) ,

3Tm
at

-V*(TU) - (y - I)TV*g+ (~:V~+ V~(kVT) + H)/PCv ,

(1)

(2)

(3)

where

~ = u[Vg+ (vu)T- 2X(VDu)/3] (4)

P = P(P,T) ●
(5)
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Here p denotes pressure, p density, g gravitational acceleration, ~ deviatoric.-
,,

stress, u fluid velocity, T absolute temperature, y the Gruneisen ratio, k ther-

mal conductivity, H volumetric radiogenic heat production, Cv specific heat at

constant volume, and B dynamic viscosity. Equation (1) describes the balance

among pressure gradient, buoyancy, and viscous forces. Equation (2) expresses

the conservation of mass. Equation (3) describes the conservation of energy in

terus of the absolute temperature. Equation (4) is the constitutive law, and (5)

represents the equation of state as a suitable function of density and tetnpera-

ture. This compressible formulation that uses the primitive variabies, p, p, T,

and u is notably more general than the incompressible Boussinesq formulation com-

monly employed for such problems.

From seismic observations, the Earth’s outer core is known to be in the liq-

uid state. !?ree-slip,isothermal boundary conditions are therefore appropriate

for the inner boundary of the Earth’s mantle. The same Is assumed for the

Moon. Free-slip isothermal conditions are also reasonable for the outer bounda-

ry in the case of the Earth. For the Moon, the outer boundary is taken to be

rigid, since it is assumed that an intact lithosphere formed quite early in lunar

history. For simplicity, both inner and ollterboundaries are also taken to be

unreformable.

A common measure of the vigor of the convection is the Raylei.ghnumber R.

For a plane layer of thickness d heated from below, the Rayletgh number is de-

fined as

(xgp2cvATd3
Rm

]Jk “’ ‘
(6)
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where a is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion, AT is the temperature

difference across the layer, and the other quantities are as defined above. When

the layer is heated entirely from within, AT is replaced by Hd2/k. These defini-

tions for Rayleigh number will be applied to the spherical shell, where d repre-

sents the shell thickness. The Rayleigh number at which the layer becomes unsta-

ble to the onset of convection is known as the critical Rayleigh number. For a

spherical shell with a ratio of inner to outer radius corresponding to that of

the Earth’s mantle, the critical Rayleigh number is about 1000 when the heating

is entirely from the inner boundary and about 1800 when the heating is entirely

from sources interior to the shell.(9)

3. Computational Strategy

An efficient method for numerical solution of the system of equatio.~sin the

previous section will now be described.
(11,12) Briefly, it is an Fulerian

fini’e-element formulation that utilizes a fast multigrid elliptic solvec for the

equations of motion. A nested set of almost uniform discretizations of the

sphere, constructed from the re~ular icosahedron (Fig. 1), provides the basis for

(13)
the multigrid procedure, The successively finer meshes shown in Fig. 1 are

obtained by construction of great circle arcs be~ween side mid?oints of the

spherical triangles. The refinement proc?ss can be repeated to ylelclalmost

uniform triangulations of the spheru of any desired resolution.

The three-dimensionalmesh is realized by replicating the spherical mesh at

various radial positions to yield elements having the form of triangular prisms

with spherical ends. Spherical barycentric coordinates are defined on each of

the spherical triangles. The finite-element baeis <u,lctionsare Cartesian

products of pl.ecewiselinear functions (the spherical b~rycentric coordinates) iu
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the tangential direction and piecewise linear functions in the radial direction.

Figure 2 shows sections of the three-dimensionalmeshes in the equatorial plane.

Note that Formulation allows for nonuniform zoning in the radial direction.

The calculations described in th( next section use, as the finest mesh, one

with 16 subdivisions of the original icosahedral sides (Fig. le) and 16 layers of

elements in the radial direction (Ftg. 2e). Such a mesh has 43,554 nodes and

81,920 elements. The velocity field is discretized in terms of the piecewise

linear basis functions identified with the nodes, while the density, temperature,

and pressure fields are discretized using piecewise constant functions defined on

the elements. Hence, there are 130,662 degrees of freedom associated with the

velocity field and 81,920 degrees of freedom in both the scalar density and tem-

perature fields.

Because the basis functions are factorable into tartgentialand radial p~.rts,

the finite-elementoperators may be generated and stored inexpensively in fac-

tored form and assembled only as they are applied. The symmetries of the icosa-

hedron are exploited to reduce further the costs of generation, storage, and as-

sembly. Combining pairs of the original twenty icosahedral triangles to form ten

diamonds on the sphere leads to a da~a structure composed of ten logical cubes,

Such a structure is well-suited to veccor processing and multitasking. On a vec-

tor mack,i.nesuch as a Cray, this implementation yields a speed corresponding to

one addition or multiplication, on the average, for every 1.2 computer-clock

cycles for the code as a whole.

The key to the overall efficiency OF the numerical approach is the multt.grid

.901utionof the equations of motion. The multigrid method requires only order n

machine operations to ~olve nn elliptic system of n equations. It is thereFore
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competitive with spectral methods that utilize the FFT algorithm and can be ap-

plied where harmonic representationsare inappropriate. As implemented for the

present application, the iterative multigrid algorithm first projects the residu-

al field f~om the finest grid onto all the coarser grids. Then beginning with

the coarsest grid, it uses a local approximate inverse at each grid level to im-

prove the correction field as this correction field is interpolated back to the

finest grid. The local approximate inverse operators are constrained to have the

same graph, that is, to involve the same nodes in the mesh, as the forward

finite-elementoperators. A least-squares procedure is used to generate the in-

verse operators from the forward operators. The multigrid algorithm yields a re-

duction in the norm of the residual of a factor, typically, of three to ten per

iteration. The cost per iteration is equal approximately to four applications of

the forward operator.

A conservative cell-wall advection technique is used to crest the V*(pu_),

V*(T~), and V.~terms in Eqs. (2) and (3). Heat conduction is handled in a sim-

ple finite-differencefashion.

The strategy for solving the system (l)-(5) is first to compute the pressure

field from the density and temperature fields via the equation of state, to solve

(1) implicitly for the velocity field using the multigrid solver, to compute from

(2) and (3) the rates of change of the density and temperature fields using this

velocity field, and to take a time step and update the density and temperature

fields. Actually, a second-order tl.meintegration scheme is used that requires

two such solution passes per time step. For optimum performance, the time step

is dynamically adjusted so as to rrquire but one iteration of the multigrid algo-

rithm to maintain a pre-specified level of accuracy in the solution of the equa-

tions of motion.
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For the case of constant viscosity and almost incompressible flow, the di-

vergence of the stress in Eq. (1) reduces to the viscosity times the Laplacian

OpeLatOr applied to the velocity field. For this simplified treatment, the cost

per time step for the mesh with 81,920 elements is approximately 1.5 CPU seconds

on the Cray X-MP. For high Rayleigh number problems where fine resolution is

needed near the shell boundaries, typically 2000 time steps are required per

convective overturn. Thus, the cost for such calculations on the current

generation of machines is still far from modest.

4. Results

This section describes calculations from a Fortran-coded version of the nu-

merical method just reviewed. In dddition to the assumptions mentioned in Sec.

2, the calculations further assume constant material properties throughout the

shell and almost incompressible flow. Although mantle viscosity is strongly tem-

perature- and pressure-dependentand although there are mineral-phase changes

through the Earth’s upper mantle as well as some 30% compression across the lower

mantle, the simplified model provides the ability to ir.vestigatethe fundamental

character of the three-dimensionalconvection in a spherical shell, whose average

properties closely match those of a terrestrial planetary mantle.

The assumption of almost incompressible flow admits a simple equation of

state

p=K[(p- Po)/Po + a(T - To)l , (7)

where K is the bulk modulus, po the reference density, and To the reference

temperature. For the Earth, the radius ratio of the spherical shell used to

represent the mantle is chosen to be the ratio of the radius of the core-mantle
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boundary to the Earth’s outer radius, or 0.547. The model therefore assumes a

whole-mantle style of convective flow. In the case of the Moon, the radius ratio

is the ratio of radius of its core-mantle boundary (assumed to be 450 km) to the

radius of the base of the lunar lithosphere. Although the lunar lithosphere

thickens with time, a single thickness of 300 km is considered in this”paper.

This yields a radius ratio for the Moon of 0.313.

The resolution of the mesh imposes a limit on the Rayleigh number because of

zoning requirements for the boundary layers. This maximum Rayleigh number is of

the order of 106, when heating is primarily from below. While the Rayleigh num-

ber e~timated for the Earth’s mantle is Gf the order of 107, this resolution

nevertheless allows calculations far into the supercritical region--some 103

times the critical RayLeigh number compared with 104 for the Earth.

Under the foregoing constraints, the convection problem need be examined in

terms of only three inputs--the Rayleigh number, the extent of internal heating,

and the initial conditions. Eriefly, the calculations reveal notable differences

in the character of the convection in cases for which the heating is mostly from

below compared with cases dominated by internal heating. When heating is mostly

from below, i.e., from the inner boundary, temporally stable solutions are ob-

tained up to the highest Rayleigh numbers investigated. At the higher Rayleigh

numbers, the upwelling flow constricts to a small number of narrow plumes. The

number of plumes is only weakly related to RayleLgh number. Flycontratit,mostly

internal heating yields time-dependent solutions when the Rayleigh number exceeds

about 150 times the critical value. In these solutions it is the downwelling

flow that displays plume-like character. Furthermore, the number of plumes

increases strongly with Rayleigh number. When heating is mostly from belcw, high
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spatial frequency components in the initial condition dissipate quickly, but the

low frequency components persist for many convective overturns. Khen heating is

mostly internal, memory of the initial condition is brief, especially at the

higher Rayleigh numbers.

Since the character of the motion observed at the Earth’s surface strongly

resembles the low frequency nature of convection when heating is mostly from be-

low, it seems probable that this indeed is the convective style that prevails in

the Earth’s mantle. However, the opposite is probably true For the Moon since

its core represents such a small fraction of its total mass. Before considering

these issues further, some examples will be presented that illustrate generai

trends.

Figure 3 shows the stable

below at a Rayleigh number of

soll~tionobtained for a case heated entirely from

06, or approximately 1000 times critical. ‘CF.is

case used a L = 3, M = 3 SeCtfJrial harmonic as its initial temperature distribu-

tion. Figure 3 is plotted as orthographic projections, with four views 90° apart

in the equatorial plane, and two views from each of the poles. Contours denote

temperature and are normalized to the temperature of the inner boundary. The

velocity field is resolved into radial and tangential components and represented

by pairs of arrows at the nodes. Three radial positions in the spherical shell.

are shown.

The solution in Fig. 3 consisting of three zones of upwelling flow repre-

sents the preferred pattern for spherical shells of radius ratio near 0.55 when

heating is entirely from below for Rayleigh numbers just above critical up to at

least 106. It is approached in the steady state from almost all initial ,:ondi-

ti.ons. At RayLeigh numbers on the order of only a few times critical, the solu-
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tion resembles a L M 3, M = 3 sectorial harmonic with a small added amount of the

L = 2, M = 2 harmonic, The noteworthy aspect of this mode of heating is the

small number of upwel.lingzones, a feature that persists to the highest Rayleigh

numbers studied.

By way of contrast, Fig. 4 shows the solution for a case heated entirely

from within, with a Rayleigh number of 5 x 105, or about 280 times critical.

Here, the large number of downwelling plumes is evident. At this high Rayleigh

number, the convection has the character of diffuse upwellil,gflow, with down-

welling c.ccurringin tight columns that drift with time but which are distributed

more or less :lniformlyover the sphere. A notable aspect of this mode of heating

is the high spatial frequency character of the convective flow at high Rayleigh

number. The high irequencv ;atcern appears quickly regardless of the initial

condition.

In the Farth’s mantle, there is ‘)othinternal heating as a consequence of

radioactive elements in the mantle rr,cksand heat flowing into the mantle from

the core. The’relative contribut{.onsfrom these two sources are not well con-

strained by present observations. Motivation exists, therefore, to investigate

convective behavior when there is a combination of internal heating and heating

from below.

Figure 5 shows the solution obtained for a case with random tnitlal condit-

ions, a ‘ayleigh number of !06, and 50% Lnternal heating. There are six dis-

tinct upwellin~ plum~~. The downgoing flow cansists mostly O( pieces of the cold

outer bc!undarylayer that descend in sheet-like taehion und maintain sheet-like

charactpr cost of the way to the inner boundary. This snapshot was after approx-

lmacely ten convective overtur’ls,and the solution appears to be etable in time.
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Several observations can be distilled from calculations with a mixture cf

internal heating a>d heating from below. \lhenthe proportion of internal heating

is less than 75%, the convective style has the essential character of heating

purely from below with upwelling at cell centers. Almost steady flow is real-

ized. At Rayleigh numbers (baaed on the heating from below formula) above 100

times critical, the flow is characterized by a small number of upwelling plumes.

The number of plumes seems to be orllyweakly influenced by the amount of internal

heating and to increase slowly with increasing Rayleigh number. Six plumes seem

to be preferred for IL= 106, and 50% internal heating.

The spatial frequencies and the charlcter of the downwelling flow in Fig. 5

display similarities with observable tectonic features of the Earth. The outer

ela~tic portion of the Earth krown as the lithosphere, typically 50 to 100 km in

thickness, is broken into some seven major plates. The plates are moving apart

at mid-ocean ridges and are being subducted into the mantle at ocean trenches.

To explore the possibilityof a correlation between the distribution of the

ridges and trenches and a &lobal pattern of convective flow tn the mantle, cases

were run with initial conditions that incorporate the current ridge/trench

pattern. Specifically, the initial temperature distribution contained a positive

perturbation beneath present ridges and a negative perturbation beneath

subduction zones.

Figure 6 shows the solution near the beginning of a calculation usinH this

special initial condition, A Rayleigh number of 106, and 50% internal heating.

Except for the initial condition, this case is identical with that of Fig, 5,

Figures 7 showe the solution after approximately eix convective overturns. Among
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the notewo~thy features of this solution is that the sheet-like pattern of up-

welling associated with the initial temperature distribution quickly constricts

into seven well-defined plumes which then persist for several convective over-

turns. The Locations of these plumes correlate surprisingly well with volcanic

activity in Iceland, the Horn of Africa, the Kerguelen Islands, and Hawaii, The

surface velocities likewise agreewell in direction ad relative magnitude with

observed plate velocities. Absolute velocities are 10V by approximately a factor

of 10. This reflects the fact that the Rayleigh number for this case is a factor

of 20 to 40 below that uf the mantle. Since convective velocity scales approxi-

mately as the two-thirds power of the Rayleigh number, the absolute velocities

are in reasonable agreement with observed values.

Two cases are presented for the Moon. 1,1both, heatilu;is predominately

internal witt,only about 7% of the total heat origi,~ati.ngin the core. The radi-

us ratio is 0.3i3, which corresponds to a i.ithospherethickness of 300 km and a

core radius of 450 km. The outer boundary is assumed isothermal and rigid, while

the inner boundary is taken to be isothermal and traction-free. The first case,

initialized with a random temperature distrt.bution,has a Rayleigh number (based

on the fcrmula for internal heating) of 6 x 106. The solution, shown in Fig, 8,

has a style of convection similar to the internally hented case of Fig, 4, with

more or less uniform upwel.lingflow punctuated by some eight downwelling plumes.

As the conditions are held constant and the calculation is run to long times, the

pattern displays a high degree of temporal stability.

The @econd case was initializedwith the solution of the first caec but run

ut a RayLeigh number of 3 x 105, or A factor of 20 lower, In this calculation

tne eight downgotng plumes coalesce to form a ~i.nglebelt tilrnostencircling t-he

sphere and aepnrnting two broad ant~podal region~ of upwelling flow as uhown in

Fig, 9,
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At this lower Rayleigh number, the second-degree harmonic that 1s preferred at

the onset of convection dominates the pattern.

A plausible scenario for the history of the lunar mantle inferred from these

preliminary calculations is that a high degree pattern existed in the early luna

history when the radiogenic heat production was high, the mantle hot, the lithos-

phere thin, and the Rayleigh number high. As the radiogeni.cheat production

fell, the mantle temperature decreased, and the lithosphere thi’.kened,the

Raylei.ghnumber decreased into the range in which the L = 2 harmonics are

favored, and the convection became dominated by the second-degree harmonics which

are today expressed in the notable departure from hydrostatic shape of the lunar

surface,

Runcorn(’4’1’) has presented evidence for an ancient lunar core dynamo and

has shown that such a dynamo Implies heat fluxes at the core m~ntle boundary on

the order of 1 W/m2. ‘Nhatinfluence would such a heat s~urce have on convection

in the lunar mantle? Such a high heat flux implies a thin, low viscosity bounda-

ry layer at the base of the mantle and convective heat transport by a few (possi-

bly only one) extremely narrow upwelling plumes with partial meltiug likely near

the surface, It seems that this type of flow would be only briefly superimposed

on tileconvective style illustrated in Fig. 8 and wotlldhave little lasting in-

fluence on the long term convective pattern,

Conclusions.——

These calculations demonstrate that the computational tools are now avLL~l.a-

ble to perform moderately well-resclved and useful three-dimensional stmulatlonu

of planetary mantle convection, Although the results presented here do not t.n-

clude the effects of tamp~ratore- nnd pressure-depandent viscosity, of phaoe
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transitions, or of spatial variations in other material properties, they do sug-

gest the styles of c~nvection which may well prevail in the Earth and the Moon as

well as in the ma,~tlesof the other terrestrial planets.
s

For the Earth the sharp contrast in the character of the convective flow at

high Rayleigh number between mostly internal heating and moderate heating from

below provides a good basis for concluding that a moderate portion of the heati~.g

of the Earth’s mantle is from the core. This conclusion seems justified by the

fact that dynamo action In &he core to maintain the geomagnetic field egainst

ohmic dissipation also seems to require a significant core heat flux.

indeed 1s true, then these calculations indicate that the flow pattern

mantle is dominated by a relatively small,number of upwelling plumes.

If this

in the

The

pattern and spa~ial frequency character of the ❑id-ocean ridges would therefore

be related to this system cf localized upwelling flow.

For the Moon it may be inferred that the present large second-degree non-

hydrostat!c component in the lunar figure is consistent with a predominately

second-degree pattern of convection in the present lunar mantle. It may also be

[nferred that such a low-degree pattern llkely did not exist in the early period

of the Moon’s history.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a) Mesh produced by projection of the regular tcosahedron onto the

sphere. (b)-(f) Successive mesh refinements obtained by connecting

midpoints of triangle sides with great circle arcs.

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the three-dimensional spherical meshes in the equa-

torial pLane. Radius ratio is 0.547, appropriate for the Earth’s

mantle. Non-uniform radial zoning provides for enhanced resolution of

convective boundary layers.

Fig. 3. Convection solution for sphertcal shell heated only from below with

Raylefgh number 106 and initial L = 3, M = 3 spherical harmonic temper-

ature distribution. Inner radius is 3485 km and outer radius is

6368 km, appropriate f~r the Farth’s mantle, Contours represent abso-

lute temperature normalized to the temperature of the inner boundary

(4000 K). The velocity field is resolved into tangential and radial

components and represented by pairs of arrows at the nodes. (a)-(d)

are equatorial views at O, 90, 180, and 270 degrees longitude, respec-

tively, while (e) t9 the view from above the north pole and (f) 1s the

view from above the south pole, (a)-(f) dfspla~ the solution near thu

outer boundary wtth a veloctty maximum of 1.2 cm/yr. (f!)-(l)are anal-

ogous to (a)-(f) in view anRle and display the solution ~t mid-depth in

the spherical sh,ll. Maximum velocity f.93.6 cm/yr, (m)-(r) dtsplay

the solution near the inner boundary. Maximum velocity is 2,4 cm/yr,

Mean surface heat flux ie 38 mW/m2. Solution 1s stable with t’,me,
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Fig. 4, Convection solution for spherical shell of radius ratio 0.547 with

purely internal heating, Rayleigh number of 5 x 105, and random initial

temperatures. Solution is displayed near the outer boundary, (a)-(f),

at mid-depth, (g)-(l), and near the inner boundary, (m)-(r). Tempera-

tures are normalized to 1830 K, Maximum velocities are 0.37, 0.75, and

0.37 cm/yr for (a)-(f), (g)-(l), and (m)-(r), respectively, Mean sur-

face heat flux is 33 mW/m2. Note the high spatial frequency character

of the pattern. Solution is time-dependent,with the downwelling col-

umns evident in (g)-(1) displaying a slow drift.

Fig. 5, Convection solution for spherical shell of radius ratio 0.547 with 50%

internal heating, 50% heating from below, Rayleigh number 106, and ini-

tialized with

six upwelling

overturns and

a random temperature distribution. Pattern consisting of

plumes is realized after approximately two convective

changea very little during eight succeeding overturns.

Solution at this final time ia shown near the outer boundary, (a)-(f),

at mid-depth, (g)-(l), and near the inner boundary, (m)-(r), Tempera-

ture contours are normalized to 4000 K. Maximum velocities are 1.1,

2.3, and 1.8 cm/yr for (a)-(f), (g)-(l), and (m)-(r), respectively.

Mean surface heat flux is 65 mW/m2. At mid-depth note the narrow up-

welling plumes and sheet-like downgoing portions of the cold upper

boundary layer.

Fig. 6. Temperature contours at beginning of a case identical to that of Fig. 5

except for initial condition, Here the initial temperature distribu-

tion containa a posittve anomaly beneath the Earth’e mid-ocean ridges

and a negattve anomaly adjacent to the subduction zones, Temperature

perturbation extends through the entire depth of the mantle, Continen-

tal coaet lI,nesare drawn for raference,
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Fig. 7. Convection solution after approximately six overturns for spherical

shell of radius ratio 0.547 with 50% internal heating, 50% heating from

below, Rayleigh number 106, and initializedwith temperature distribu-

tion of Fig. 6. (a)-(f) is near outer boundary, (g)-(l) is at mld-

depth, and (m)-(r) is near the inner boundary with ~ximum velocities

of 1.3, 2.4, and 2.1 cm/yr. respectively. Mean furface heat flux iS 66

mW/m20 Note similariites with solution in Fig. 5. (s)-(x) is the ve-

locity field at the outer boundary with the continental coastlines for

reference. Remarkable correlation exists between the surface veloci-

ties and plume locations in this solution with the plate velocities and

sites of major midocean volcanic activity observed for the Earth.

Fig. 8. Convection solution for the lunar ntantle. Inner boundary is assumed

traction-free and has a rdius of 450 km and a temperature of 1600 K.

Outer boundary is assumed rigid and had a radiu~ of 1438 km and a temp-

erature of 1200 K. This case has 93% internal I,eating,a Rayleigh

number of 6 x 106, and a random initial temperature distribution,

(a)-(f), (g)-(l), and (m)-(r) display the almost steady solution near

the outer boundary, at mid-depth, and near the inner boundary, respec-

tively. Maximum velocities at these three radial positions are ().47,

2,0, and 1.3 cm/yr. Temperature contours are normalized to 1600 K.

Mean heat flux at the outer boundary is 13 mW/m2. Convection pattern

hag tiorne eight downgoing plumes.
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Fig. 9. Convection solution for lunar mantle. Conditions a:e identical to case

of Fig. 8 except for a higher viscosity and lower radiogemic heating

rate. This case has 93% internal heating, a Rayleigh number of

3 x 105, and uses as its initial condition the solution of Fig. 8.

(a)-(f), (g)-(l), and (m)-(r) display, respectively, the steady solu-

tion near the lterbo~ndary, at mid-depth, and near thf:inner bounda-

ry. Maximum velocities at these three radial positions are 0.07, 0.40,

and 0.37 cm/yr. Mean heat flux at the outer boundary is 7.4 mW/m2. At

this lower Rayleigh number, the predominately second-degree harmonic

convection pattern is characterized by two antipodal regions of upwell-

Lng separated by a belt of downwelli.ng.
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